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While colors are commonplace in everyday metaphors, relatively little is known about
implicit color associations to linguistic or semantic concepts in a general population.
In this study, we test color associations for ordered linguistic concepts (letters and
days). The culture and language specificity of these effects was examined in a large
group (457) of Dutch-speaking participants, 92 English-speaking participants, and 49
Hindi-speaking participants. Non-random distributions of color choices were revealed;
consistencies were found across the three language groups in color preferences for
both days and letters. Interestingly, while the Hindi-speaking participants were presented
with letter stimuli matched on phonology, their pattern of letter-to-color preferences still
showed similarities with Dutch- and English-speaking participants. Furthermore, we found
that that the color preferences corresponded between participants indicating to have
conscious color experiences with letters or days (putative synesthetes) and participants
who do not (non-synesthetes). We also explored possible mechanisms underlying the
color preferences. There were a few specific associations, including red for “A,” red
for “Monday,” and white for “Sunday.” We also explored more general mechanisms,
such as overall color preferences as shown by Simner et al. (2005). While certainly
not all variation can be explained or predicted, the results show that regularities are
present in color-to-letter or color-to-day preferences in both putative synesthetes and
non-synesthetes across languages. Both letter-to-color and day-to-color preferences were
influenced by multiple factors. The findings support a notion of abstract concepts (such as
days and letters) that are not represented in isolation, but are connected to perceptual
representational systems. Interestingly, at least some of these connections to color
representations are shared across different language/cultural groups.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the British Psychologist Chris Arnell, the third
Monday in January is the day of the year at which peo-
ple feel the most depressed. He coined this notion with the
term “Blue Monday” (Stone et al., 1985; see also Chow et al.,
2005). Interestingly, in Dutch there is an expression of “blauwe
Maandag” (blue Monday), indicating a short and meaningless
period of time. Color perception is an elementary property of our
visual system, based on the receptors’ sensitivity to different wave-
lengths of light. In daily life, however, these simple physiological
processes have a wide array of effects, ranging from metaphorical
use of color terms in poetry or songs, using certain colors to sig-
nal certain connotation (Meier et al., 2004; Meier and Robinson,
2005; Moller et al., 2009; Fetterman et al., 2012), or choosing a
particular color for the interior of a house based on the atmo-
sphere that color provides the house. It seems that our ability
to “simply” discriminate different wavelengths of light is in our
cognitive and affective system interconnected with many differ-
ent concepts, feelings, associations, and memories (Palmer and
Schloss, 2010; Taylor et al., 2013). However, little is currently
known about which regularities do or do not exist, and what
are the underlying mechanisms explaining such associations. One
condition that reflects and augments our understanding of our
ability for these types of cross-domain associations is synesthesia.
Synesthesia is a fascinating condition wherein one partic-
ular sensation evokes another, seemingly unrelated, sensation.
Common types of synesthesia include colors evoked by letters
or numbers, or by other ordinal sequences such as the days
of the week (Baron-Cohen et al., 1987; Mattingley et al., 2001;
Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001; Beeli et al., 2005; Simner,
2007). Synesthesia can occur in a wide variety of sensory modal-
ities (Novich et al., 2011), exemplified by synesthesias like taste-
word synesthesia (Ward and Simner, 2003; Simner and Haywood,
2009; Jones et al., 2011; Richer et al., 2011) or movement-sound
synesthesia (Saenz and Koch, 2008). These experiences of synes-
thetic sensations have a truly perceptual nature and can activate
the corresponding sensory cortex (Aleman et al., 2001; Smilek
et al., 2001; Nunn et al., 2002; Palmeri et al., 2002; Barnett et al.,
2008b). However, other types of synesthesia are more conceptual
in nature. For example, for grapheme-color synesthetes, it is not
uncommon to associate a particular personality with each letter
(Simner and Holenstein, 2007; Smilek et al., 2007a; Amin et al.,
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2011). Synesthesia is well established as a genuine and “real” con-
dition (Baron-Cohen et al., 1987; Cytowic, 1995; Paulesu et al.,
1995; Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001; Asher et al., 2006;
Eagleman et al., 2007; Barnett et al., 2008a).
One of the currently most debated issues is the degree to
which this condition is “special” or unique (Cohen Kadosh and
Terhune, 2012; Eagleman, 2012; Simner, 2012a,b). In recent years,
a body of synesthesia research has gleaned a set of proper-
ties that set synesthetes apart from non-synesthetes. In short,
synesthetes differ from non-synesthetes in their functional and
structural brain properties (for a review see Rouw et al., 2011),
as well as in their cognitive profile (for a review see Rothen
et al., 2012). Furthermore, synesthetic experiences themselves
are traditionally distinguished from normal associations by their
specificity, consistency, and automaticity (in the sense that evok-
ing concurrents does not take effort), and by the conscious and
perceptual nature of the synesthetic experience (Baron-Cohen
et al., 1987; Simner et al., 2005; Simner, 2012a). In contrast, com-
monalities between synesthetes and non-synesthetes have been
found in shared trends in inducer-concurrent associations (e.g.,
Ward et al., 2006). For example, lighter stimuli fit better with
higher pitches, and darker stimuli fit better with lower pitches
(e.g., Ortmann, 1933; Karwoski et al., 1942; Marks, 1975, 1978;
Hubbard, 1996).
This raises the important question why non-synesthete par-
ticipants show synesthesia-like mappings across sensations. Note
that the question whether the nature of an associative experience
is shared, is different from the question whether the specific associ-
ation is shared (Rouw et al., 2011). In particular, critical to having
synesthesia (Simner, 2012a,b; Deroy and Spence, 2013) is the con-
scious (explicit), specific and oftentimes perceptual nature of the
synesthetic concurrent. Despite absence of these explicit expe-
riences, inter- or intramodal associations across sensations have
been obtained in non-synesthetes (Marks, 1987, 1989; Vroomen
and deGelder, 2000; Spence, 2011). Thus, perhaps the seem-
ingly subjective and irregular color associations of synesthetes, are
somehow related to general regularities in the typical population
(see Rich et al., 2005; Simner et al., 2005).
Unfortunately, non-synesthetic cross-sensation correspon-
dences are often measured as associations between scales (e.g.,
“intensity” mechanisms such as increasing loudness of sounds
to increasing luminance (Stevens and Marks, 1965; Marks and
Stevens, 1966), or “magnitude” processing, such as the non-
synesthetic correspondence between numerical quantities and
physical size (Moyer and Landauer, 1967; Henik and Tzelgov,
1982; Foltz et al., 1984; Walsh, 2003; Cohen Kadosh et al., 2007).
While these types of correspondences are intriguing in their own
right, they do not allow for a direct comparison with synesthetic
associations, which are marked by the specificity of the associ-
ations, e.g., between a particular pitch and a particular color.
In fact, the most common synesthetic concurrents are specific
colors.
In this study, we will examine linguistic-color associations
in a “general” population (of both non-synesthetes and synes-
thetes), focusing on letters and days as inducers, and colors as
concurrents. These associations were chosen as they constitute the
most common synesthetic associations. Main hypothesis of the
current study is that patterns of color preferences can be obtained
in such a general population as well. Furthermore, the study
explores potential mechanisms underlying such letter-color and
day-color preferences. First, perhaps the non-synesthetic associa-
tions depend on a particular orthographic or phonological prop-
erty of the letter/word. We therefore compare non-synesthetic
letter-color and day-color preferences across different language
groups. Second, we asked participants about conscious color asso-
ciations (to be able to exclude putative synesthetes from our
analyses with non-synesthetes). A conscious sensory experience
is a key characteristic of synesthesia, which might or might not be
related to the patterns of color associations.We contrast these par-
ticipants without conscious color associations, with participants
who do experience colors with (certain) days, letters, and/or num-
bers. We hypothesize that there are similarities in the patterns of
color preferences between the two groups. Third, a set of factors
are explored that might help explain general color preferences,
such as within-language cross-associations and ordinality effects.
Below, we summarize what is currently known about factors
underlying patterns of letter-to-color and day-to-color prefer-
ences. The current knowledge stems mostly from synesthesia
research, but a few studies have compared the synesthetic patterns
with general (non-synesthetic) cross-modal correspondences.
COLOR PREFERENCES TO LINGUISTIC ELEMENTS
While synesthetic linguistic-color associations may seem “arbi-
trary,” studies show that they are not actually completely random.
Cross-participant patterns of color preferences are consistently
found in synesthetes (Marks, 1975; Rich et al., 2005; Simner
et al., 2005; Barnett et al., 2008a). Barnett et al. (2009) found
concordance between their study on synesthetic color prefer-
ences and those of Rich et al. (2005), and Simner et al. (2005).
Studies with synesthetes have found that phonological and
orthographical properties, as well as the meaning/conceptual
properties of the inducers affect the concurrents (colors) in
synesthesia (Barnett et al., 2009; Asano and Yokosawa, 2011,
2012; Brang et al., 2011). Simner et al. (2005) furthermore
showed that these biases in color associations are shared between
synesthetes and non-synesthetes. For example, the letter A tends
to be red and F tends to be green. Letter-color preferences were
also shared across language classes: non-synesthetic German
participants had significant letter-color correspondences,
which showed similarities with the English pattern of color
preferences.
Amore complex picture appears when the mechanisms under-
lying the linguistic-color preferences are examined. The regular-
ities can both be based in a “first-order” relationship (a category
of color relates to a category of letter/day inducer) and “second-
order” relationships (relative differences in inducer relates to rela-
tive differences in the concurrent)1. As we will explain below, most
researchers have studied second-order relationships, although a
few findings on first-order of regularities are also reported. We
examine both types of relationships, which we view as comple-
mentary rather than in conflict in providing explanations for
obtained color preferences.
1We thank an anonymous reviewer for suggesting this distinction
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For the sake of clarity, we divide the current literature in
two types of data sets on linguistic-color associations in non-
synesthetes. The first set relates to number-color associations. As
discussed above, quantitative differences between numbers have
been related to quantitative changes in color properties. Cohen
Kadosh and Henik (2006a) found in non-synesthetes an inter-
ference of irrelevant color luminance variations on numerical
comparison and vice versa. This effect was replicated in Cohen
Kadosh et al. (2008). The same authors used the same paradigm to
study synesthete MM in 2006 (Cohen Kadosh and Henik, 2006b).
The outcome of this testing partly contradicted their earlier find-
ings; while the synesthete showed the congruity effect between
luminance and numerical size, the controls now did not show
this effect. Cohen Kadosh et al. (2007) studied nineteen digit-
color synesthetes and found that magnitude of the inducing digit
was related to luminance (but not to the hue or saturation) of
the synesthetic color experience. The non-synesthetic magnitude-
luminance effect might be age-dependent; Smith and Sera (1992)
showed that two-year-old children, but not adults and older chil-
dren, associate brightness with small objects and darkness with
large objects. In summary, there is a tendency to relate brighter
color with smaller numerical value and vice versa. This effect has
so far been more clearly and consistently found in synesthetes
than in non-synesthetes.
The second set relates to letter-to-color associations in non-
synesthetes, which was examined in an elegant study by Simner
et al. (2005). In this study, both synesthetes and non-synesthetes
showed significant linguistic-color preferences. There was lit-
tle to no relationship between color preference and alphabeti-
cal/presentation order of the letters. Instead, characteristics of the
graphemes themselves influenced color preferences; the stimu-
lus letter tends to elicit a color name beginning with the same
letter (e.g., b -> blue). This effect was replicated in synes-
thetes by Rich et al. (2005). These “first-order” relations suggest
shared characteristics between synesthetes and non-synesthetes
in generating letter-color associations. There are also, however,
differences between synesthetic and non-synesthetic preference
patterns. First, synesthetes produced a greater depth of color
descriptions, longer descriptions, and more color terms (Simner
et al., 2005). Second, Simner et al. related properties of the
color names to the preferences to those colors. These were
three different types of properties (see Supplementary Material);
the typicality or ease with which color names are generated
according to the Battig and Montague orderings (Battig and
Montague, 1969), the frequency (in English) of these color names,
and how early these color names are learned in life according
to Berlin and Kay’s typology (Berlin and Kay, 1969, but see
Pitchford and Mullen, 2005). Synesthetes tend to pair high fre-
quency graphemes with both high frequency color terms and
with the earliest (i.e., earlier learned in life) color distinctions.
In contrast, non-synesthetes showed no effect of grapheme fre-
quency, and preference patterns were not influenced by color
name frequency, and the Berlin and Kay (when color names
are learned). Non-synesthetes did, however, show an effect of
order of material and typicality/ease of generation. Letters pre-
sented early in testing are paired with more “typical” (easy to
generate, as defined by Battig and Montague) colors. The “ease
of generation” ranking did not correlate with color choices of
synesthetes.
The role of letter frequency in synesthetic color preferences is
somewhat debated. Beeli et al. (2007) found, in German-speaking
synesthetes, a positive correlation between letter frequency and
saturation (highest linguistic frequency is least saturated). Digit
frequency was found to be associated with luminance (with lower-
frequency digits generating darker colors). Smilek et al. (2007b)
found a relationship between grapheme frequency and lumi-
nance, and consistent with Beeli et al., this was stronger for digits
than for letters. In a reply to the study by Beeli et al., Simner and
Ward (2008) compared this data with their previous findings, by
converting the synaesthetic physical color choices from Beeli et al.
into the 11 color terms from Berlin and Kay; i.e., black, white, red,
yellow, green, blue, brown, orange, purple, pink, and gray. Simner
and Ward found that higher-frequency graphemes tended to be
paired with higher-frequency color terms, and proposed that cer-
tain aspects of the HSL color space (upon which Beeli et al. based
their conclusions) may be predicted from color naming. These
effects of letter frequency on color preferences were however
much weaker (Smilek et al., 2007b) or not present at all (Simner
et al., 2005) in non-synesthetes. Watson et al. (2012) found that
different letter properties had independent mappings restricted to
different dimensions of synesthetic color. Shape was related to hue
and letter frequency to luminance. Similarly, Brang et al. (2011)
found that more similarly shaped graphemes were related tomore
similar synesthetic colors. This effect was strongest in individu-
als who experience their synesthetic color in the outside world
(projector synesthetes, Dixon et al., 2004).
Another factor affecting the linguistic-color preference is the
phonetic characteristic of the linguistic unit. Rich et al. (2005)
found phonetic associations influencing color choice (e.g., the let-
ter i evokes the color white, and the letter j, /dz/, evokes the color
orange). A role for phonetic properties of vowels was also found
in a meta-analyses performed by Marks (1975). In all these stud-
ies, the vowel “a” predominately aroused the colors red and blue,
e and i tended to be yellow and white, o tended to be red and
black, u was usually blue, brown, or black, and ou (in French)
was brown. The author notes that there was no systematic lin-
guistic relation between colors and vowels in their study, (e.g.,
this would have explained if ou was red (“rouge”) and the e was
green (“vert”). Instead, the authors show that vowel-color synes-
thesia reflects regularities between the sound of the vowel and the
hues and brightness of the colors (e.g., brighter colors with higher
pitched vowels).
In summary, both synesthetes and non-synesthetes might
show non-random patterns of linguistic-color preferences.
Interestingly, there is evidence for some highly specific relation-
ships across languages (e.g., the letter A tends to be red and the F
tends to be green). In this study, we will probe such specific rela-
tionships, and also extend this exploration to days of the week.
Furthermore, possible mechanisms underlying color-preference
tendencies are explored. These can be language-specific factors;
we will test the hypothesis that non-synesthetes use specific rela-
tions based on linguistic properties (such as the “r” is red or “b”
is blue). Factors may also be cross-language; we will explore if
phonological similarities/similar concepts across languages lead
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to similar color preferences. Some effects are not, or not consis-
tently, obtained in non-synesthetes, such as the frequency effects
and the tendency to relate brighter colors with smaller numerical
value. Other factors have not yet been studied in non-synesthetes
(in particular the effect of ordinality, see below). One factor that
did however clearly relate to color preferences in non-synesthetes
was “ease of generation” of the color names. This is one of the
three factors studied by Simner, and in following of their findings
we will test the hypothesis that for non-synesthete this particu-
lar factor helps explain preferences of colors assigned to letters or
days.
One important factor that has not yet been studied in non-
synesthetes, is the sequence effects reported by Rich et al. (2005).
In line with the reasoning that color associations reflect the age
at which they are acquired, synesthetic colors for days of the
week (learned earlier) were less likely to be predicted by the
initial letter of the day than were those induced by months of
the year (learned later, when the child has already learned to
read and write). Similarly, as the conceptual relationship between
digits and numbers is learned before the spelling of these num-
ber words, the concept of ordering was reflected in the color
choice (same choice for “one” and “1”), rather than the spelling
of the word (“one” and “O”). Sequence effects are of particu-
lar interest because of the strong correlation between cultures
that might not share specific letter forms, allowing the relative
influence of each effect to be explored in the current participant
groups.
CURRENT STUDY
In a series of experiments, participants are asked to assign partic-
ular colors to particular letters, numbers, and days of the week.
We expect that non-random patterns of letter-to-color and day-
to-color preferences are obtained. Furthermore, we hypothesize
that similarities in these color preferences are obtained across
languages. Third, we expect that the patterns of color prefer-
ences of the participants with no conscious color experience
show similarities to the patterns of preferences of the “puta-
tive synesthetes,” who indicate conscious color experiences with
the days/letters. The study also contains exploratory analyses,
examining possible mechanisms underlying obtained color pref-
erences. The setup of the study is as follows. We first present
day-to-color preferences. We test each of the three hypothe-
ses: patterns of preferences, similarities in these patterns despite
diversity in language, and similarities in these patterns despite
diversity in (the presence or absence of) conscious color experi-
ences. Next, mechanisms underlying the day-to-color preferences
are explored, in particular the role of overall color preferences
(e.g., a tendency to choose “blue,” independent of which stim-
ulus is presented). In the second section, this same sequence
of analyses is repeated for letter-to-color preferences: testing
the three hypotheses, followed by exploring the role of overall
color preferences. The third and final results section explores
the role of overall color preferences, across language groups.
In particular, what is the role of the three factors examined
by Simner et al. (2005): ease of color generation, entry in lan-





First-year Psychology students at the University of Amsterdam
(all Dutch-speaking and living in the Netherlands) received
course credit for participating in the current experiments, which
were both part of a two-day testing session for all first-year
Psychology students. Included were 429 participants, (125 male,
299 female and 4 missing information), mean age = 21 (SD =
6). Experiments were approved by the Ethics Committee of the
University of Amsterdam, and all participants read and signed an
informed consent form before starting the experiment.
English
As a match comparison 92 English-speaking participants (living
in the USA) were included in the current study (41 male; mean
age = 21 ± 2). English-speaking participants were students at
the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) and the exper-
iment was approved by the UCSD Human Research Protections
Program. Participants completed the survey online on a lab com-
puter after completing an unrelated behavioral experiment in the
Department of Psychology and were compensated with credit
for experiment participation in psychology courses they were
enrolled in.
In contrast to the Dutch-speaking participants (all are Dutch
natives), the UCSD participants come from diverse backgrounds.
The majority (39) indicated English as their native language,
13 indicated Chinese/Mandarin/Cantonese, 6 Korean, 8 Spanish,
8 Vietnamese, and 18 indicated a variety of other languages. The
majority of participants (67) were born in the USA, while 25 par-
ticipants were not (e.g., 4 in China, 5 in South Korea, and 5 in
Vietnam). 21 Participants indicated that both parents were born
in the USA, but the majority of participants indicated that either
one or both parents were not born in the USA, [e.g., both parents
in Vietnam (10), Mexico (6), Iran (3), or China (11)].
Hindi
Forty nine Hindi speaking participants were recruited by flyer
and word-of-mouth from the general UCSD community and
participated in the survey (mean age = 35, SD = 7.34). These
participants included 23 females and 26 males. Most of the par-
ticipants (45) were born and raised in India. The others (4) were
born in the United States, but were still fluent in reading, writing
and understanding Hindi. 22 of the participants currently reside
in the United States, while 26 reside in India, and 1 in Malaysia.
Participants who reside in the United States moved from India
on average about nine years ago and thus have strong cultural
roots in India. Participants were given either an online survey or
an identical paper version.
Non-USA/non-English
The previous three participant groups were tested in order to
increase diversity in language/cultural background. As an anony-
mous reviewer pointed out, none of the three groups are however
purely monolingual/monocultural. In particular, all participants
are familiar with the English language. This means that obtained
effects might be driven by shared English language/ cultural
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influences that language and culture. Indeed, it is not easy to
truly avoid this factor: in these modern times there are fewer
and fewer mono-cultural participants (i.e., no influence of other
culture/language through movies, television, music or internet).
Unfortunately, testing such mono-linguistic/mono-cultural par-
ticipants would have implied a type of recruiting that was not
feasible in the context of the current project. Instead, we exam-
ined whether the effects seemed driven by the relative influence
of language/culture. This was done by comparing previous results
with results pertained in subgroups of participants with a strong
cultural influence other than USA/English language.
In this “Non-USA/non-English” participant group, we selected
a subgroup of 23 participants within the “English” participant
group who were not born in the USA, neither were their par-
ents, and who indicated a language other than English as their
native tongue (see also description “English participants” above).
Almost all (N = 20) of these participants indicated the same
native country for themselves and their parents, with a major lan-
guage of their native country as their native tongue. The native
languages in this group were Chinese (N = 5), Korean (N = 4),
Vietnamese (4), Spanish (N = 2), and Burmese, Farsi, German,
Indonesian, Japanese, Khmer, Swedish, Tagalog. Similarly, in the
“Hindi” participant group, we selected a subgroup of 15 partic-
ipants who were born in India, as were their parents, and who
indicated that their mother tongue was not English. All of these
native languages are spoken in India, (Hindi (N = 5), Bengali
(N = 2), Tamil (N = 2), Gujarati (N = 2), and Kannada, Kateli,
Punjabi, Urdu). All of these 15 participants were living in India.
These two subgroups can be correlated with the Dutch partic-
ipant group (as these participants are all native Dutch, with
Dutch as native tongue). We examine if correlations across lan-
guages are still present with these subgroups. Furthermore, the
two Hindi/English subgroups are taken together (38 participants
total), which is a sufficient number of participants to examine if
similar color-to-day and letter-to-day regularities persist in this
subset of participants, as compared with the previous findings in
Hindi/English participant groups.
PROCEDURES
This study examines regularities obtained in color preferences, in
a “normal” participant group. It originally started with the ques-
tion whether in a large group of first-year Dutch Psychology stu-
dents, non-random patterns of color preferences would appear.
Interestingly, the students often indicated that they felt that their
assigning of a color with a day, letter or number seemed “ran-
dom.” Results showed however that these ‘random’ answers did
indeed reveal regularities. As the non-random patterns were
obtained, we then examined if these patterns were similar across
participant groups with a diverse cultural and linguistic back-
ground. We also asked participants if they had conscious color
associations with the stimuli (days and letters). Unfortunately,
logistical constraints preventedmore elaborate testing of the color
associations of these participants. Still, the question whether par-
ticipants experience colors is by at least some researchers taken
as the defining feature that separates synesthetes from non-
synesthetes (Deroy and Spence, 2013), and other researchers have
challenged the standard test of using consistency to determine
synesthesia (Simner, 2012a). No doubt, this is an interesting and
important factor by itself in understanding patterns of color-
preferences. We therefore focus on the role of this factor on the
color preferences. As more elaborate testing would likely exclude
at least some of these participants as “synesthetes,” we separate
those participants with conscious color experiences from those
who do not, by referring to these groups as “putative synesthetes”
vs. non-synesthetes.
Dutch
First, participants read a short description of synesthesia, fol-
lowed by probe questions designed to reveal any possible synes-
thesia; participants were asked whether to them, days of the
week, certain letters, and/or certain numbers have a certain color.
If participants responded “yes” to any of the probe questions,
they were asked to describe the color they associated with each
item (e.g., day of the week), as precisely as possible. Those who
responded “no” (non-synesthetes) were instructed to still assign
a color: although to you days/letters/numbers do not have a
color, we would still like to know which color you chose with
a certain day/number/letter. Each participant was tested twice
(test-retest). In the retest, the participants indicating no colors
with days, letters or numbers received additional instruction to
remember which color they had provided last time, and to pro-
vide as accurately as possible the same color description as before.
Participants indicating they did experience color were simply
asked to provide their color association again (no instruction
to remember or match their previous description). These same
questions were repeated for several categories: 7 days of the week,
all 26 letters of the Latin alphabet, and numbers (1–14 as well as
the numbers 20, 50, 100, 250, 4000, and 20.000). In the retest, pre-
sented at least two weeks later, the same categories were repeated
but with the items rearranged in a random order. The whole test
was presented in Dutch.
English
As in the Dutch survey, participants read a short description of
synesthesia on the computer-screen, followed by questions about
synesthesia and then questions about their color associations. The
main stimuli where all days of the week, and letters printed in
lower case or upper case [A, S, U, K, T, W, n, b, s, l, F, H, I (cap-
ital i), D, i, E]. While the UCSD students saw 16 stimuli in total,
two letters were presented twice, in upper case and in lower case
(s and i). As participants assigned highly similar colors to cap-
ital and small font, and because we would not compare them
in subsequent analyses with the other language groups, the two
lower case versions of the letters i and s were not included in fur-
ther analyses, leaving 14 letters in the analyses. For the follow-up
analyses, participants saw 10 words and 10 non-words (scram-
bled versions of each of the real words), and 11 numbers. Putative
synesthetes were asked to provide the color of each item (e.g., day
of the week), as precisely as possible and then to rate how strongly
the color was perceived on a scale of 1–100. Non-synesthetes were
asked to provide a color that they associated with the item. The
colors of letters and days were analyzed and can be compared with
those from the Dutch sample. (The color associations with words
raised new questions that are now explored in a separate study).
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Hindi
All participants were presented with the same questionnaire as
the English-speaking participants. 30 Surveys were administered
on paper and 19 online. Participants were asked about their color-
associations for days of the week (Monday to Sunday), numbers
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), letters (phonetic translations of the let-
ters in the English test) and words (again, the word-colors are not
further analyzed). For each of the 14 letters in the English test, a
phonetic translation was provided (see Table 1). To more clearly
define the exact sound onwhich the letter should be translated, we
provided an English word defining pronunciation of each letter.
These were: wear, some, zoo, cat, tin, wobble, know, best, lamp,
fun, hush, these, dumb, and ache. This translation was then send
to an independent Hindi-speaking evaluator for back translation.
If this resulted in a different letter than the original English letter,
the letter was again translated. This process was repeated until no
discrepancies between translation and back translation remained.
The whole survey was presented in Hindi.
In Hindi, each of the seven days of the week is apportioned
to one or more Hindu gods or goddesses, and several days have
folklore or ritual fasting associated with them. The seven days
are named after the “celestial bodies” of the solar system: Raviãra:
Sunday, day of Sun; Somavãra:Monday (day ofMoon),Mañgalvã:
Tuesday (day of Mars), Budhavãra: Wednesday (day of Mercury),
Guruvãra: Thursday (day of Jupiter), Sukravãra: Friday (day of
Venus), and Sanivãra: Saturday (day of Saturn).
Coding
Each color-item association made by each participant was coded
by two research assistants according to the coding schema of
Simner et al. (2005) and Rich et al. (2005). These coding schemes
includes eleven basic colors: red, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink,
orange, brown, black, gray, white (Berlin and Kay, 1969). In accor-
dance with these earlier studies descriptions of other colors, were
recoded according to a fixed pattern. For example, “apricot” was
coded as light orange. Responses that could not be classified as
a color (e.g., clear or transparent), or responses that included
several colors (e.g., green and blue, or rainbow) were excluded.
Turquoise was coded into green.
RESULTS
PREVALENCE OF EXPLICIT COLOR ASSOCIATIONS
Dutch
Questionnaire. In the Dutch questionnaire a test—retest was
administered. We identified participants who said “yes” to the
questions on explicit (conscious) color associations both times.
Of the 457 participants, 47 indicated in both the test and retest
that they perceived colors with days (10%), 7 indicated colors
with letters (2%), and 12 indicated colors with numbers (3%).
English
Questionnaire. Of the 92 participants, 15 (16%) indicated that
they saw colors with days of the week, 10 indicated colors with
letters (11%), 9 indicated colors with numbers (10%).
Hindi
Questionnaire. Of the 49 participants, 15 (31%) indicated that
they saw colors with days of the week, 3 indicated colors with
letters (6%), 2 indicated colors with numbers (4%).
COLOR PREFERENCES IN DUTCH, ENGLISH AND HINDI SUBGROUPS:
DAYS
In this section we present the patterns of color preferences for days
of the week. In each of the three language groups, non-random
color preferences were present for each of the days of the week. In
the next sections, we first correlate results across languages, and
then examine if these results still hold in a subgroup of partici-
pants selected on their non-English, non-USA background. Next,
we examine results separately for participants indicating color-
day associations (“putative synesthetes”) and those not indicating
color-day associations (non-synesthetes). The last subsection of
this paragraph examines the effect of overall color selection biases
on color-item preference patterns (across the three language
groups).
Cross-language
First, we examined cross-language consistencies in these
day-color preferences. The number of participants choosing a
particular day-color combination (N stands for number of color-
to-day categories used by participants in that test) were correlated
between the three participant groups. The distribution of these
variables was not normally distributed (Kolmogorov-Smirnov
of Dutch and Hindi color choices p < 0.1 and of English color
choices p < 0.05), thus non-parametric correlations are calcu-
lated in this results section (“Days”). The Spearman’s correlations
showed consistencies in the order of day-color preferences across
these languages: Hindi—English [rs(64) = 0.51, p < 0.001];
Hindi—Dutch [rs(66) = 0.54, p < 0.001], and English—Dutch
[rs(73) = 0.84, p < 0.001]. These correlations suggest that par-
ticipants did not randomly chose colors for weekdays. While
some days do not show a clear first-choice color, there are a
few days with high similarity of most important color choices
across languages. Table 2 shows similarities in the primary and
secondary color preferences across languages. The strongest
cross-language effects are obtained with Monday and Sunday: in
each language group the strongest preference for Monday is red
or blue, and for Sunday it is white or yellow. See Supplementary
material for an overview of color choices per color category for
these days, for each of the three language groups.
Table 1 | Hindi letters used in these experiments, and their matching phonetic sounds.
A S U K T W/V n b l (L) F/ph H I (i) D E
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Table 2 | Consistency between languages for day-color preferences.
Mon % Tue  % Wed % Thurs % Fri % Sat % Sun %
Dutch  1st blue 39 yellow 31 green 25 green 19 red 18 red 18 white 19
2nd red 21 blue/
green
20 yellow 18 blue/ 
purple
17 blue 15 yellow 12 yellow 15
Enlish  1st red 32 yellow 27 green 31 green 25 blue 21 blue 22 white 20
2nd
2nd
blue 29 blue 19 yellow 19 blue 16 red 19 green/
red
13 yellow 16
Hindi   1st blue 28 yellow 24 blue 26 yellow 23 red/ 
green





13 blue 19 blue 16 blue 20 white 23
The highest and second-highest color preferences are presented for each day of the week for the Dutch, English, and Hindi speaking participants. Next to each
day-color, the percentage of participants choosing that particular combination (of the total participants assigning valid colors choices for that day). If two colors have
an equal number of choices, both are presented in one square.
NON-ENGLISH NATIVE LANGUAGE SUBGROUPS
We selected a subgroup within the English-speaking participants
who were not born in the USA, whose parents also were not born
in the USA, and who indicated that their mother tongue was
not English (see “Participants”). Similarly, in the Hindi group
we selected a subgroup whose native language was not English,
were currently living in India, were born in India, as were there
parents. These two groups allowed to examine if the obtained
effects were due to an underlying shared language/cultural influ-
ence (in these participant groups, USA/English). We examined
the degree to which effects are diminished in these subgroup with
a relatively weak influence of USA culture/English language. The
color-word preferences of this group of participants were corre-
lated with the color-word preferences in the Dutch subgroup, who
also do not have a USA/English background. Both subgroups still
showed significant correlations with the Dutch group; English
[rs(77) = 0.46, p < 0.001] and Hindi subgroup [rs(77) = 0.36,
p < 0.001]. The correlation between the two subgroups is how-
ever only marginally significant [rs(77) = 0.19, p < 0.1]. Next,
we examined the degree to which in these participant groups
the main effects (as reported in the previous section) were still
present. We collapsed the two subgroups (Hindi and English par-
ticipants with relatively little English/USA background), as else
there would be too few counts or participants in these item-by-
item comparisons. This subgroup has 38 participants (note that
sometimes invalid answers were given, so not all color choices to
a particular day add up to 38). For the color-to-days, the main
effects were a red and a blue color preference with Monday, and
white and a yellow color preference with Sunday. The first and
second choice for Monday are still blue (N = 8, 26%) and red
(N = 7, 23%). Similarly, the first choice for Sunday is still white
(N = 6, 20%). The second choice is now red (N = 5, 17%) as
much as yellow (N = 5, 17%). Thus, the main effects in day-to-
color preferences are largely preserved in these participants with
diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds. Overall, even though
none of the participants included in this analysis had English as
their native language or USA as their cultural background, they
still shared regularities in their color-to-day preferences. However,
the effects were stronger in the combined/more inclusive groups,
and a possible influence of USA culture or English language (e.g.,
through movies, music and internet) cannot be excluded. The
results are still clearly present when nobody in the participant
group has an English/USA background, raising the question of
why across participants with different language/cultural back-
grounds, certain days tends to evoke a particular preferred color
association.
EXPLICIT vs. IMPLICIT COLOR PREFERENCES
Next, cross-language correlations were examined separately
for participants indicating color-day associations (“putative
synesthetes”) and those not indicating color-day associations
(non-synesthetes). This analysis revealed similar patterns of day-
to-color preferences between languages, with the consistencies
somewhat stronger for non-synesthetes (participants indicating
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that to them days of the week do not have color). The cor-
relation between Hindi and Dutch speaking participants was
significant for non-synesthetes [rs(67) = 0.54, p < 0.001], but not
for putative synesthete participants [rs(67) = 0.31, p < 0.011].
The correlation between Hindi and English speaking partici-
pants was a bit higher in non-synesthetes [rs(63) = 0.52, p <
0.001], than in putative synesthetes [rs(41) = 0.46, p < 0.003].
This same pattern was obtained for non-synesthete English and
Dutch speaking participants [rs(73) = 0.84, p < 0.001] vs. puta-
tive synesthete participants [rs(49) = 0.63, p < 0.001]. We offer
two cautionary notes regarding these analyses. First, no thorough
screening of putative synesthetes took place, so the “synesthete”
group could in fact be a mix of synesthetes and non-synesthetes.
Second, there are relatively few participants in each synesthetic
group.
As can be expected based on these correlations, within each
language group the putative synesthetes and non-synesthetes were
very similar in their day-to-color preferences. Significant correla-
tions for color-to-day preferences were obtained between puta-
tive synesthetes and non-synesthetes within the Hindi [rs(71) =
0.58, p < 0.001], English [rs(45) = 0.63, p < 0.001], and Dutch
[rs(90) = 0.86, p < 0.001] speaking participants.
There are similarities across participants in day-to-color pref-
erences. These similarities are found both across languages.
Furthermore, they are not dependent on the trait of synesthe-
sia, if anything the cross-language effects were stronger in non-
synesthetes than in participants indicating explicit day-to-color
associations (putative synesthetes). What factors underlie these
strong correlations? To examine this question, we first consider
the role of overall color preferences. For example, participants
might exhibit a general bias to choose red more often than gray;
such overall preferences could skew the day-to-color preference
patterns.
OVERALL COLOR PREFERENCES
This section presents exploratory analyses examining possible
underlying mechanisms to the day-to-color preferences. First, to
examine the effect of overall color selection biases on color-item
preference patterns, we calculated overall color selection pref-
erences in the three participant groups. Next, we related these
preferences to the three factors studied by Simner et al. (2005),
as explained in the Introduction: 1. order of entry of color into
language (e.g., “white” is learned earlier in life than “yellow”);
2. color name frequency (in English language); 3. ease/order of
color generation (in spontaneous generation of color words, some
are produced earlier and more often than others). The sequence
in which colors are ordered according to color entry and color
name frequency did not correlate with overall color preferences
in English, Hindi or Dutch speaking participants. In contrast,
the color frequency did correlate with ease of color generation
in all three participant groups [rs(11) ranged between 0.84 and
0.96, p < 0.001]. Thus, the most frequently produced colors were
those ranked highest for typicality/ease-of-generation (Battig and
Montague, 1969).
This raises a question of whether the cross-language corre-
lations are driven by this overall bias. The analyses performed
on day-to-color preferences per participant group were repeated
while controlling for the factor “ease of color generation.” This
analyses showed that the correlations were still significant: English
and Hindi [rs(61) = 0.32, p < 0.05], English and Dutch [rs(61) =
0.76, p < 0.001], Dutch and Hindi [rs(61) = 0.40, p = 0.001].
The overall number of choices for a color was related to ease to
generate these colors. What, then, is the influence of these general
color preference on the patterns of day-to-color associations we
obtained? Are the correlations amplified by general color biases
within the participant group? We next examined day-to-color
preferences while controlling for overall color biases. First, the
overall color selection frequencies (across days) were calculated
for each color in each language group. Then, for each language
group, and for each day, a chi-test was computed to determine
whether the number of selections for a given color was signif-
icantly different from the expected value (based on the weekly
percent selection of that color in that language group). Following
the previous results, we examined whether the red and a blue
color preference for Monday still holds, and the white and yel-
low color preference for Sunday. Table 3 shows only the chi values
that are at or below 0.05 (and for which the color is chosen more
often than on average across all weekdays). Note that this is an
exploratory study only, thus the variety of results in the whole
table is mostly meant to create hypotheses for follow-up studies.
Some clear effects are obtained in this analysis. First, red is
assigned toMonday in all language groups at a significantly higher
rate than to the other days of the week. Interestingly, red is also
chosen at a significantly higher rate only for Monday in all lan-
guage groups. The other effect shared by all language groups is
assigning the color white to the Sunday. The association between
yellow and Sunday was not confirmed by this analyses and thus
may in fact be reflecting an overall color bias. Finally, blue is now
only found related to Monday. This effect is present in Dutch and
English but not in Hindi speaking participants. Possibly it reflects
the notion of “Blue Monday,” which exists in Dutch (“blauwe
maandag”) as a saying, and as an urban myth (the most depress-
ing day of the year) in English. As far as we know such expression
does not exist in Hindi. The rest of these (exploratory) tests
showed that the only other day related to white is the Saturday (in
the Dutch speaking group). Furthermore, primary colors black,
white and gray are only given to Monday or week-end days.
Different from the previous analyses that did not take overall
color bias into account, we now also find that days in the mid-
dle of the week (Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and also Friday)
are matched to secondary and/or more complex colors, namely
purple, pink, orange, yellow, green, and brown.
SUMMARY: DAY-TO-COLOR PREFERENCES
In this section we present the patterns of color preferences for days
of the week. In each of the three language groups, non-random
color preferences were present. We obtained cross-language cor-
relations on the patterns of color preferences. Next, we explored
possible underlying mechanisms. We first established that these
results still hold in a subgroup of participants selected on their
non-English, non-USA background. The cross-language corre-
lations were still present, and specific main effects were also
still present: a preference for red or blue color with “Monday”
and white color preference to “Sunday.” Next, we examined
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Table 3 | Colors for each of the weekdays that were significantly different from expected values (in a chi-test), in the Dutch (D) English (E) and
Hindi (H) speaking participant groups.
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
White D DEH
Grey DE D
Black E DH D
Red DEH
Pink H DE D
Orange D
Yellow DE H
Green D DE DE
Blue DE
Purple D D E
Brown H DE
Expected valued is based on the percentage selection of each color in each language group.
results separately for participants indicating color-day associa-
tions (“putative synesthetes”) and those not indicating color-day
associations (non-synesthetes). Synesthesia does not appear to be
the underlying reason for the cross-language similarities; instead
the cross-language effects were stronger in non-synesthetes than
in putative synesthetes. The last subsection of this paragraph
presents exploratory analyses on the effect of overall color selec-
tion biases on color-item preference patterns (across the three
language groups). It showed that while “ease of color generation”
affects color choices, taking out this factor still results in signifi-
cant cross-language correlations. Furthermore, taking out overall
color preferences still shows particular day-to-color main effects
(e.g., red Monday and white Sunday).
COLOR PREFERENCES IN DUTCH, ENGLISH AND HINDI SUBGROUPS:
LETTERS
In this second subsection, we show patterns of color preferences
for letters. Analyses are with the 14 letter stimuli presented to all
language groups. These letters were chosen from the latin alpha-
bet to include both vowels and consonants, letters from both
the beginning and end of alphabet, and letters with both curved
and straight-shapes. For the hindi questionnaire, letters were
translated based on their phonological properties (see methods
section). We first examine letter-to-color preferences across the
three language groups. We then examine whether cross-language
similarities in letter-color preferences still hold in a subgroup
of participants selected on their non-English, non-USA back-
ground. Next, results are examined separately for participants
indicating color-day associations (“putative synesthetes”) and
those not indicating color-day associations (non-synesthetes).
The last subsection of this paragraph examines the effect of over-
all color selection biases on color-item preference patterns (across
the three language groups).
Dutch, English and Hindi subgroups
First, a cross-group analysis was performed on color preferences
with letters. English and Hindi letters were matched on phonol-
ogy (but of course differed in orthography), see Table 1. The
distribution of these variables (reflecting the number of partic-
ular colors assigned to particular letters, in each of the three
language groups) was not normally distributed (Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test of Dutch, Hindi and English color choices were all
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significant, p < 0.005), thus non-parametric correlations are cal-
culated in this results section (“Letters”). English-to Hindi color
associations correlated significantly [rs(136) = 0.43, p < 0.001].
English and Dutch letters had exactly the same shape, and similar
(but not exactly the same) phonology. Again significant correla-
tions [rs(167) = 0.68, p < 0.001] were obtained. Dutch and Hindi
had different orthography and similar (but not exactly matched)
phonology, but still color preferences correlated [rs(139) = 0.59,
p < 0.001].
As can be viewed in Table 4, the (first and second) strongest
color-to-letter preferences have different cross-language consis-
tency for the different letters. A few specific effects, however,
do arise. First, there is a strong tendency to choose red for the
letter/sound “A.” This effect is present in all language groups.
Second, there is a tendency to choose blue for the letter/sound B.
See Supplementary material for the percentage color choices for
the letter A and letter B in the three language groups. Perhaps this
is because of linguistic priming; both the English and Dutch color
words (“Blue” and “Blauw”) start with the letter B. (In Hindi the
word blue starts however with “N”). Other preference effects are
weaker, and not expected: for example, it is not clear to us why the
letter T has a green or blue color.
The “Red A” replicates earlier findings (Rich et al., 2005;
Simner et al., 2005; Barnett et al., 2009). In this study, the effect
is replicated in different participant groups with different linguis-
tic backgrounds; Dutch, English and Hindi. The preference for
the color red for the Hindi letter pronounced as “A” indicates
that it is not the shape, nor the particular (latin) letter identity.
One possible explanation is that the red color is somehow con-
nected with the position of the letter in the alphabet: the first
letter in each of the three alphabets gets a “signal” color. While
not all calendars are typeset in the same way, for many people
(in USA, Holland, India), Monday is the start of a new work-
week. Similarly, the red color of the Monday could be to mark
it is the first day of the (work)week. To explore this explanation,
the preferred color for the number 1 was determined for each of
the three language groups. In the Hindi subgroup, of all number-
color combinations, the highest preference was obtained for red
“1” (14 participants indicated a red “1,” 33% from the total of 42
provided colors to the number 1). In the English group, red and
blue were most often chosen (each 17 participants, 18.5% of the
choices). The Dutch participant group behaved differently, with
white (22%) and yellow (21%) as most common color choices.
The preference of white with the number 1 is in line with previ-
ous findings with English andGerman speaking synesthetes (Beeli
et al., 2007; Barnett et al., 2008a) and English speaking synesthetes
as well as non-synesthetes (Rich et al., 2005). Thus, while there is
some support for the idea of the red color of “A” or “Monday” as
signaling the first (ordinal) item in a sequence, the evidence for
associating the number “1” with red is rather mixed.
Non-English native language subgroups
We looked at the subgroup of participants in both the Hindi-
speaking and English-speaking groups who were not born in USA
and did not have parents born in the USA, and whose native
language was not English (for details see the “participants” sec-
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shared color-preferences, the effects should be diminished in the
current subgroups. The letter-color preferences of these two sub-
groups correlated [rs(153) = 0.84, p < 0.001]. Furthermore, the
color preferences of both groups correlated with the Dutch group;
English participants [rs(154) = 0.46, p < 0.001] and Hindi par-
ticipants [rs(153) = 0.56, p < 0.001]. The Hindi subgroup also
correlated with the color preferences of the Dutch participant
group [rs(153) = 0.56, p < 0.001]. Thus, while none of the par-
ticipants included in this analysis had English as their native
language or USA as their cultural background, they still clearly
showed shared regularities in their color-to-letter preferences.
Furthermore, these correlations were of comparable size to the
ones obtained in the previous (overall) analyses. Next, we exam-
ined whether the main color-to-letter regularities reported above
still persist in this combined subgroup (English and Hindi who
are non-native English/USA). These participants showed a clear
and strong letter-to-color preference for the letter A (N = 18,
51%). Next, there was a tendency to choose black with the let-
ter K (N = 10, 28%), for blue with the letter “b” (N = 9, 28%),
and green for T (N = 9, 24%). This is in line with the findings in
the native Dutch group (see Table 4), where the strongest effects
were a red A and a blue B.
Explicit vs. implicit color preferences
Cross-language consistencies were examined in putative synes-
thetes (participants indicating explicit color associations with
the letters/days) vs. non-synesthete participants. While orthog-
raphy was different, the Hindi- Dutch correlation in non-
synesthetes were significant [rs(139) = 0.26, p = 0.002]. It was
however not significant between putative synesthetes [rs(139) =
0.09, p = 0.27]. Similarly, the Hindi - English [rs(134) = 0.44,
p < 0.001] correlations were significant in non-synesthetes, but
again not significant for putative synesthetes [rs(71) = −0.05, p =
0.70]. The English and Dutch alphabet has the same orthography
(but sometimes different pronunciation) and showed significant
correlation in non-synesthetes [rs(79) = 0.31, p = 0.006] and in
putative synesthetes [rs(79) = 0.29, p = 0.009].
While between languages the correlations were higher for non-
synesthetes than for putative synesthetes, there is an overall effect
of between-participant consistency in letter-to-color choices. In
each individual language group the putative synesthetes and
non-synesthetes were very similar in their day-to-color prefer-
ences: English [rs(84) = 0.42, p < 0.001]; Dutch [rs(182) = 0.56,
p < 0.001] and Hindi [rs(140) = 0.23, p = 0.007].
Overall color preferences
Next, the overall color preferences (collapsed across letters) were
calculated per language group. Color preferences of the English
speaking group correlated highly with the Hindi group [rs(13) =
0.91, p < 0.001] and with the Dutch group [rs(14) = 0.95, p <
0.001, N = 14]. The Dutch overall preferences correlated highly
with the Hindi preferences [rs(13) = 0.91 p < 0.001].
To examine the nature of the overall color bias, these color
preferences were correlated with Color Frequency, Color Ease,
and Color Entry. Frequency of Color Name did not correlate
with color preference, for the English participants (the factor
was extracted originally from English language, see Simner et al.,
2005) the correlation was [rs(11) = 0.05, p = 0.89]. Color entry
specifically correlated in Hindi subgroup only, [rs(10) = 0.65,
p = 0.04] (this is significant both for putative synesthetes and
non-synesthetes). Ease of Color Generation correlated with pref-
erences in all groups, English [rs(11) = 0.85, p = 0.001], Dutch
[rs(11) = 0.90, p < 0.001], and Hindi [rs(11) = 0.89, p = 0.003].
This raises a question of whether the cross-language correla-
tions are driven by this overall bias. The analyses performed on
color-letter preferences per participant group were repeated for
letters, while controlling for Ease of Color Generation. This anal-
yses showed that the correlations were still significant: English and
Hindi [rs(129) = 0.331, p < 0.001], English and Dutch [rs(129) =
0.60, p < 0.001], Dutch and Hindi [rs(129) = 0.28, p = 0.001].
Chi-test
As previously performed in the analyses of colored days, we
examined the pattern of color preferences with letters while tak-
ing overall color bias for letters into account. For each language
group, and for each letter, a chi-test was computed to determine
whether the number of selections for a given color was signifi-
cantly different from the expected value (based on the percent
selection of that color in that language group). We examined
whether the main effects in the previous analyses still hold in this
control analysis; these were red/A, blue/B, and a green or blue T.
This analysis only showed that the “red A” and “blue B” effects are
still present in Dutch and English, but not Hindi, subgroups. The
blue or green association with T is not present. Table 5 shows only
the chi values that are at or below 0.05 (and for which the color
is chosen more often than on average across all letters). As with
Table 3, please note that these results are exploratory only. These
patterns will need to be confirmed by further research on larger
samples of individuals in these language groups.
SUMMARY: LETTER-TO-COLOR PREFERENCES
In this section we present the patterns of color preferences for
letters. We found cross-language similarities in color choices,
even with the Hindi language group were letters were matched
based on phonology. While most letters do not show a clear
and strong “first choice” color across languages, a few specific
preferences do appear. Particularly strong is the cross-language
preference for red with the letter A, but also a preference of
blue with B and of green or blue with T. Next, we explored
possible underlying mechanisms for non-random color prefer-
ences. We first established that both the cross-language corre-
lations and the obtained specific “first-choice” effects still hold
in a subgroup of participants selected on their non-English,
non-USA background. Next, we examined results separately
for participants indicating letter-to-day associations (“putative
synesthetes”) and those not indicating these associations (non-
synesthetes). Synesthesia does not appear to be the underlying
reason for the cross-language similarities. Again, while there are
similarities in color choices between putative synesthetes and
non-synesthetes, the cross-language regularities were stronger in
non-synesthetes than in putative synesthetes. The last subsec-
tion of this paragraph presents exploratory analyses on the effect
of overall color selection biases on color-item preference pat-
terns (across the three language groups). It showed that while
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Table 5 | Colors for each of the letters that were significantly different from expected values (in a chi-test), in the Dutch (D) English (E) and
Hindi (H) speaking participant groups.
A B D E F H I l K N S T U W
White H E DE DE
Grey E D D
Black E H
Red DE E D D D D
Pink E D E E
Orange DH E D D D
Yellow D DE D E D D D H D
Green D E E D E H
Blue DE E D D D
Purple D D E H
Brown D DE DE D D DH
Expected valued is based on the percentage selection of each color in each language group. Only the chi values that are at or below 0.05 are presented.
“ease of color generation” affects color choices, taking out this
factor still results in significant cross-language correlations. An
exploratory analyses showed that some specific effects, such as
green or blue with T, might be explained by overall color pref-
erences. There are however still specific “red A” and “blue B”
effects.
OVERALL COLOR PREFERENCES (ACROSS LANGUAGE SUBGROUPS)
We next explored the role of overall color preferences in the
assignment of colors to days and letters. The data are collapsed
across the three language groups. In this section we exam-
ine the role of three factors possibly influencing color biases,
following the analyses of Simner et al. (2005): ease of color
generation, color entry, color name frequency’. As in Simner
et al., the color name frequency was measured with English
color words (Appendix I). Based on the previous results, we
expect that the factor “ease of color generation” is particularly
important for non-synesthetes, as compared with the putative
synesthetes (who indicate to experience colors with days or
letters).
Days
We first looked at the color responses provided with days of
the week, across language subgroups. The data were collapsed to
letter-color preferences over the three language groups. In these
collapsed data, we calculated the percentage of number-color
choices separately for putative synesthetes and non-synesthetes.
These variables indicate, per day, the ratio of how often a
certain color is chosen (from all color choices for that day).
These two variables, percentage day/color choice for putative
synesthetes and non-synesthetes, were not normally distributed
[Kolmogorov-Smirnov; Ks(85) = 0.16 p < 0.001 and Ks(85) =
0.14, p < 0.001], respectively), thus a non-parametric correla-
tion was calculated. The correlation showed a high correspon-
dence between the synesthetic and non-synesthetic color choices,
[rs(85) = 0.87, p < 0.001].
Next, we examined whether the color choices were related
to ease of color generation, and found this significant for both
non-synesthete [rs(77) = 0.73, p < 0.001] and putative synes-
thete [rs(77) = 0.68, p < 0.001] participants. Entry in language
(age of acquisition of the color term) showed a significant, but
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weaker, correlation with both and non-synesthete [rs(77) = 0.28,
p = 0.01] and putative synesthete [rs(77) = 0.33, p = 0.003] par-
ticipants. There was no significant relationship with color name
frequency. As this latter factor might be a more language-specific
effect, we separately examined the English participant group,
but again found no correlation between color name frequency
and color preference in putative synesthetes and non-synesthetes
(p > 0.1).
A possible alternative explanation for the cross-participant
similarities is that ease of color generation underlies the correla-
tions. Therefore, the correlations were repeated with ease of color
generation partialled out; still a strong correlation was main-
tained between “putative synesthete” and non-synesthete color
choices [rs(74) = 0.80, p < 0.001].
Thus, there are regularities in day-to-color preferences, and
these are shared between the participants who indicate that to
them, days have color, and those who do not experience color
with days. For both participant groups, overall color preferences
to days are related to ease of color generation and entry into
language.
Letters
We then explored the overall color biases with letters, across
language subgroups. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests also indicated
that neither ‘putative synesthetic’ [Ks(182) = 0.20, p < 0.001]
nor “non-synesthetic” letter-to-color percentages [Ks(182) =
0.12, p < 0.001] were normally distributed, therefore a non-
parametric correlation was used. This showed similar overall
color-to-letter preference for putative synesthetes and non-
synesthetes [rs(182) = 0.69, p < 0.001].
Non-parametric correlation analyses showed a strong effect
of “ease of color generation” on the color choices of non-
synesthetes [rs(154) = 0.77, p < 0.001] and a significant, but
weaker, effect with the putative synesthetes [rs(165) = 0.33,
p < 0.001]. Furthermore, “color entry” correlated with non-
synesthete color choices [rs(140) = 0.28, p = 0.001], but not those
of the putative synesthetes. There was no effect of “color name
frequency” on the choices of color categories of non-synesthetes
or putative synesthetes. As color name frequency was measured
with English color words, a separate analyses on the “English”
participant group was performed. This however again showed no
correlation between color name frequency and color preferences,
either in the non-synesthetes [rs(160) = 0.05, p = 0.51] or in the
putative synesthetes [rs(85) = 0.15, p = 0.16].
If ease of color generation influences both synesthete and non-
synesthete color choices, does this explain the obtained correla-
tion between the two participant groups? A partial correlation was
run, showing that synesthetic and non-synesthetic color choices
still correlated [rs(151) = 0.671, p < 0.001] when controlling for
the factor “ease of color generation.”
Summary: overall color preferences
There was a clear effect of “ease of color generation” on the color
choices, somewhat stronger with the non-synesthetes but also sig-
nificant for putative synesthetes. There is a weaker effect of “entry
in language” (age of acquisition of the color term) on both par-
ticipant groups, and no effect of “color name frequency”. Note
however that in previous results this effect was related to spe-
cific properties of the color that were not measured in the current
study, as the naming procedure in assigning colors only defines
categories of the color hue. The cross-participant correlations
(putative synesthetes and non-synesthetes) show that there are
regularities in the data. These regularities are still present if the
overall color preference based on “ease of color generation” is
partialled out.
DISCUSSION
In the current study we find statistically significant, non-random
patterns of day-to-color preferences and letter-to-color prefer-
ences in non-synesthetes. Moreover, there are similarities in these
patterns across three language groups: Dutch, English and Hindi
language. The third hypothesis was also confirmed: there are sim-
ilarities in the patterns of color preferences for non-synesthetes
as for the putative synesthetes in this study. While clearly not all
variation is explained by cross-language associations, and ran-
dom (or unexplained) influences are also present in the color
choices, results suggest regularities as well. As discussed in the
Introduction, regularities can both be based in a “first-order”
relationship (a category of color relates to a category of the let-
ter/day inducer) and “second-order” relationships (relative differ-
ences in inducer relates to relative differences in the concurrent).
As expected, our results indicate a role for both types of reg-
ularities, in a complementary rather than excluding manner. A
few specific day-to-color preferences appear to be particularly
strong and consistent, such as red/Monday, blue/Monday, and
white/Sunday. The day-to-color preference patterns were further-
more shared over different language groups, and also present in
participants with a cultural background other than USA/English.
In letter-to-color preferences, we also obtained certain specific
preferences. The strongest effect is the red/A bias, which has previ-
ously been reported in English (Marks, 1975; Simner et al., 2005)
and is now extended to English, Dutch and Hindi language sub-
groups. Furthermore, biases for blue/B, and green or blue T were
obtained. The overall letter-to-color preference patterns are at
least to some extent shared across the language groups (and were
still present in participants with a cultural background other than
USA/English). The similarities in the patterns of color preferences
between Hindi and English/Dutch indicates that orthography
of the letters, and linguistic properties of the weekday names,
are not the only or defining characteristics of the color prefer-
ences. As we will explain below, it is likely that different factors
are simultaneously at play in generating color preferences. As
expected, there are shared biases in color preferences of partic-
ipants with conscious color experiences with letters (“putative
synesthetes”), and participants who do not report such a con-
scious color association (non-synesthetes). Exploring the patterns
of color preferences, we also obtained differences between the
groups, as the participants without any explicit color associations
showed stronger cross-language similarities (both with letters and
days) than the participants who indicated to have conscious color
associations with this material. Perhaps not surprising (and in
replication of the results of Simner et al., 2005), the factor “ease of
color generation” influenced color preference, and this effect was
effect was somewhat stronger for the non-synesthetes (compared
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with putative synesthetes). Importantly, partialling out this fac-
tor still led to significant correspondences in cross-language color
associations.
Exploratory analyses examined the factors driving the color
preferences. Possibly, the preference of “red” with Monday or the
letter A is to mark the start of a sequence (of the workweek/ of
the alphabet). In line with obtained linguistic effects in synes-
thetes (Rich et al., 2005, but see Marks, 1975; Simner et al., 2005),
there might be effects in non-synesthetes as well. An example of
such linguistic-specific effects is the preference of blue with “b”
(Simner et al., 2005), which in the current study was obtained
both in English as in Dutch (the Dutch word for blue is “blauw”)
but not in Hindi (Hindi word for “blue” does not start with a
b). These are not the only factors influencing color preference,
however. Non-synesthetes showed an overall bias to select colors
that are easy to generate (Battig and Montague, 1969). To a lesser
extend, there was also a bias to choose colors that were learned
earlier in life (Berlin and Kay, 1969).
Mechanisms that allow associations between seemingly unre-
lated sensations appear to be common to us all. This is illustrated
by the mere existence of figurative speech and metaphors, preva-
lent in art but also ubiquitous in daily life. These cross-modal
correspondences resemble synesthesia, in terms of making the
same type of associations. One famous example is the asso-
ciation of made-up round vs. spiky shapes with their imag-
inary names: (“maluma” vs. “takete,” Köhler, 1947; “bouba”
vs. “kiki,” Ramachandran and Hubbard, 2001). Another well-
known finding is the connection between numbers and space
in the spatial-numerical association of response codes (SNARC,
Dehaene et al., 1993; Fias et al., 1996). Cross-modal mappings
exist across different types of information (e.g., pitch /musical
intervals to brightness or shapes (Karwoski et al., 1942; Marks,
1974; Hubbard, 1996) or taste/flavors to sounds (Simner et al.,
2010). Furthermore, increased intensity tends to be intuitively
related to increased intensity across different types of media (e.g.,
loudness/brightness/size/ (Marks, 1974, 1987). For a review of
cross-modal correspondences see Spence (2011). Clearly, the sim-
ilarity between synesthetes and non-synesthetes exists in the type
of associations made. The current study suggests that while par-
ticipants without conscious color experiences often commented
during the experiment that their answers were “completely ran-
dom,” in fact they were not. As synesthetes, they show pat-
terns or biases in their patterns of color-to-concept associations.
Furthermore, non-synesthetic biases in cross-modal correspon-
dences can even be found cross-language/culture. We suggest that
the biases that are likely to influence a particular color chosen with
a particular letter or day might be more generally shared across
cultures and languages as well as across individuals.
One limitation of the current study is a degree of similar-
ity between cultures; Dutch and American participants share a
shared influence of a culture in the structure of the work-week
and weekend, and associations such as Sunday as a day of rest
or religious day. Hindi-speaking participants, currently living in
America, may share some of these influences, depending on the
duration of their time in the United States. While the question-
naire itself was completely in Hindi and the participants were
native speakers, this might have influenced their color choices.
The commonalities in letter-sounds could be due to some shared
cultural/language aspect, or translation of English influences into
the native (Hindi) language. Alternatively, the commonalities
are related to cross-language sound-to-color associations which
are either biological or learned pre-literacy. Spector and Maurer
(2008, 2011) found that some shape-to-color associations are
present pre-literacy and depend on the shape of the letter, while
others are later learned literacy effects (such as the red A and green
G). These findings show the influence of shape of the letter (Brang
et al., 2011), the current results furthermore show an influence of
sound of the letter. Given possible shared language/cultural influ-
ences, it would be interesting to see if correspondences can also
be found in other, additional languages/cultures.
In this and previous studies, similarities are obtained in the
cross-linguistic associations in synesthetes and non-synesthetes.
What does this tell us more generally about how “different” synes-
thetes are? As we have argued before (Rouw et al., 2011; “trait
vs. type”), similarity between synesthesia and non-synesthetes
lies in the exact correspondences made between apparently
unrelated modalities (“type”). What is different between these
“normal” cross-modal correspondences and synesthetic expe-
riences (“trait”). Most important is the phenomenology of
the experience, which is more explicit/conscious, precise, and
consistent in synesthetic than in non-synesthetic experiences.
Presumably, synesthetic concurrents (but not non-synesthetic
color associations), are really qualitative experiences, rather than
mere (semantic) associations. In line with these reports, func-
tional and structural brain differences between synesthetes and
non-synesthetes are found in sensory brain areas (Nunn et al.,
2002; Hubbard et al., 2005a; Rouw and Scholte, 2007; Hupe et al.,
2012). Second, non-synesthetes have to exert effort to generate
associations (there were many comments during the experiment
from the non-synesthetic participants; that it was a silly task,
and their color choices felt “completely random”). In contrast,
for synesthetes the associations are described as “automatic” in
the sense that it takes little effort to produce the concurrent
when presented with the inducer. This characteristic of synes-
thesia might very well be related to the overwhelming evidence
(Esterman et al., 2006; Muggleton et al., 2007; Weiss and Fink,
2008; Jäncke and Langer, 2011; Rouw et al., 2011; Specht, 2012)
of the role of the parietal cortex in synesthesia. This is most
commonly interpreted as reflecting the “hyper binding” present
in synesthetes (although the parietal cortex has also other roles
(Hubbard et al., 2005b; Cohen Kadosh et al., 2008). Importantly,
next to these behavioral and brain differences between synesthetes
and non-synesthetes, there is evidence for a genetic predisposi-
tion for synesthesia (Asher et al., 2009; Brang and Ramachandran,
2011; Mitchell, 2011; Tomson et al., 2011) and synesthesia has
been found “running in the family” (Barnett et al., 2008a). The
studies on the patterns of color preferences show how the nature
of the color experiences are different: the (putative) synesthetes
show more diverse, more specific, more consistent color associa-
tions than the non-synesthetes (Palmeri et al., 2002; Hubbard and
Ramachandran, 2005; Eagleman et al., 2007). Furthermore, non-
synesthetes are more influenced by general factors as evidenced
in the current study (see also Rich et al., 2005; Simner et al., 2005;
Barnett et al., 2009) by stronger cross-language effects, as well as
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a stronger effect of the factor “ease to generate color name.” Thus,
evidence so far indicates that the differences are found when
examining the trait of having synesthesia (what underlies having
these experiences). While similarities are found when examin-
ing which particular types of associations are made. The trait
provides a predisposition to develop unusual experiences (Rouw
et al., 2011). The types are shared biases leading to non-random
patterns of associations. Furthermore, these biases are shared
among different (language/culture) groups. Whether nature or
nurture (or a combination of the two) underlie these associations,
is a topic of future research.
As a final note, previous studies have examined synesthesia
in non-English languages. Simner and colleagues (Simner et al.,
2011) found that both native and non-native Chinese speak-
ers with synesthesia experience colors with Chinese characters.
Again, these linguistic-to-color associations show (non-random)
patterns of associations. For at least some of the synesthetes, the
color choices of the characters and words are influenced by the
initial letters. Asano and Yokosawa (2012) studied synesthetic col-
oring of Kanji characters, which are acquired later in life than
other types of graphemes in Japanese language. Synesthetic col-
ors were found related to phonology and meaning more than
to orthography. At least some influence from earlier learned
languages on the later languages were obtained. Indeed, age of
acquisition could influence color-letter associations (Asano and
Yokosawa, 2011). Barnett et al. (2009) examined synesthetic col-
ors with months, days, and numbers in bilingual synesthetes. The
(across-language) words had more similar colors based on com-
monalities in visual form across languages. In particular months
(as compared with numbers or days) had similar colors based on
beginning with the same first grapheme, the authors suggest that
this is possibly because months are learned later in life when the
child is already learning to read and write. Again, these findings
with synesthetic colors suggest a mixture of effects influencing
linguistic-color associations. This does not necessarily mean that
one finding conflicts with another: the different influences can
point at different moments in life influencing color preferences,
earlier for perceptual involvement of low-level perceptual pro-
cessing (e.g., Brang et al., 2011) and later for more conceptual,
semantic or linguistic influences (e.g., Barnett et al., 2009; Asano
and Yokosawa, 2011, 2012).
While analyses of putative synesthetes vs. non-synesthetes
should be interpreted with care, the results show similar pat-
terns of color preferences between these groups, both cross- and
within-language. Color choices are most likely driven by multi-
ple factors, including linguistic/phonetic influences, orthographic
properties, and sequence/ordinality effects. More general effects
are also present, such as ease with which the color name is gen-
erated. We propose that both synesthetic and non-synesthetic
associations show that abstract concepts are not represented in
isolation, but are connected to other representational systems.
The presence of connections across-representation is indepen-
dent of whether participants report conscious associations (as
occurs in synesthesia) or not. Interestingly, we found that pat-
terns of day-color and letter-color associations are present in
non-synesthetes, and biases in color preferences are shared across
different language/cultural groups.
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